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Dream
Article number: 4143Quality:
100 % virgin wool (merino superwash)
50 g / 70 m
ball type: standard ball (lengthwise)
Recommended needle size: 6,0 - 7,0
Swatch: 15 M x 22 R = 10 cm x 10 cm
Material usage:
approx. 100 g for a hat with pompon
approx. 550 g for a sweater in size 38

Description
Pure merino wool, a purely natural product
Merino wool is a particularly high-quality wool obtained from merino sheep
Treated in the superwash procedure and therefore easy-care
Wonderfully soft and voluminous, does not scratch the skin
Very high wearing comfort, heat-regulating
18 spun threads are twisted in a double process, thus guaranteeing excellent durability
A very wide spectrum of colours: everything from standard colours to the latest colour
components
Beautifully even loop structure
Highly suitable for pattern enthusiasts, but also very effective in simple patterns or colour
combinations
Moves almost of its own accord over the needle

Use – knitting ideas
High-quality hand knitting yarn for the whole family
For very special knitted garments
Also suitable for babies and toddlers as it is very soft
For high-quality jumpers, jackets and cardigans etc.
Also suitable for cuddly soft accessories such as loops, scarves and hats etc. which should
not scratch and which are intended to keep the wearer particularly warm

Care instructions
Washable at 30 degrees, easy-care or delicate wash
Ideally, use the wool program
Liquid detergent for delicate fabrics or wool
Please do not use fabric softener, as the wool then loses its inherent tensile force;
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superwash yarns are not compatible with fabric softener
Dry knitted garments by laying them over a towel and pulling them into shape
Do not dry in direct sunlight
delicate washing cycle, max. 30 °C
chlorine for bleaching not possible
do not put in the dryer
Do not iron
porfessional dry cleaning possible
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